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The toolkit is created by Cluster for Co-Creative Service Design 
and Innovation (CCSDI).

Read more at www.ccsdi.no

You can use this toolkit based on the terms of the Creative 
Commons license listed here:

      https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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Do you want to become a better 
leader, facilitator or designer?

The toolkit consists of evaluation cards. Use them to 
evaluate co-design processes, gain insights, and improve 
future co-creative work.



Miro

Paper

Open 
dialog

Use the toolkit in digital 
or print format

The tools can be used both digitally in Miro, 
or printed and used in physical contexts. 



Here is how to use the toolkit

Before During

Prepare for evaluation 

1. Begin by identifying what you would
like to get feedback on
2. Choose the relevant cards from the toolkit
3. Consider if the cards are to be used in
an individual or as a group exercise
4. Prepare the cards for digital or physical use

Use the cards

1. Introduce the participants to the cards to be used
2. Give participants time to use the cards and 
give feedback
3. Share in plenary or collect and evaluate afterwards

The cards can be used in as an individual or as 
a group exercise

Review the feedback to improve 
the next session

1. Reflect on the feedback
2. Adjust further work based on 
the insights

After
a session a session a session



Toolkit content

Managing Time

Exploring &
Creating

Material 
& Space

General Feedback

Building Relations Sharing Perspectives

Building trust
Group engagement & group dynamics
Missing contributors

Time usage
Activity pace
Theme depth & quality

Level of contributing
Giving and receiving
Left unsaid

Exploring possibilities 
Project challenges
Evaluating direction

Material & space Preferences & suggestions



Building Relations



How did we manage to build trust today? 

High trust

No trust

Put a mark on the scale that represents your experience in the session



Not productive
Efficient

Collaborative

SafeBoring

How was the group dynamic?
Circle the words that applied to your experience in this session. Please feel free to add your own words

Tell us more: Why?



Who/Role

Why/Contribution
Why/Contribution

W
hy

/Contribution

Did you miss someone/a role today?

Why would they be important to involve?

W

ho/Role

Who/Role



Managing Time



How well did we use our 
time today?
Put a mark on the expression that represents your 
experience in the session

Tell us more: Why?



Balanced

HecticToo slow

How was the pace of the activities?
Put a mark on the graph that represents your experience in the session



How well did we cover
the themes today?
Color the area on the graph that represents your 
experience during this session today 

Shallow

Well balanced

Too
Deep

Tell us more: Why?



Sharing Perspectives



It was hard to participate

Tell us more: Why?

I found it easy to bring my point 
of view across

Were you able to participate today?
Put a mark on the line that represents your level of participation



What did you give? What did you receive?
Anything specific you shared today? Anything specific you gained today?

ReceiveGive



Would you like to share more?
Sometimes it can be difficult to share your perspective. Please share your thoughts before they drift away



Exploring &
Creating



How well did we explore different possibilities?
Put a mark on what represents your experience in the session

RadicalConservative Fit to context

What possibilities should we focus on? How can we challenge ourselves further?



Are you foreseeing any challenges?

What challenges could we face realizing our ideas?

How can we avoid them?



Tell us: Why? Or why not?

Are we headed in the right direction?

How can we move forward?



Material 
       & Space



How did the materials &  space support co-creation?
Describe how the materials and space influenced this session

SpaceMaterial



General Feedback
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Write something you liked about today’s session.
What did you like today?

What could have been done differently and how? 
Suggestions for improvements?
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